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By 1888 the total loss to France as a whole is estimated at 2 billion dollars.
In some places the consequent poverty of the farmers led to violent
political agitation, for people often have the strange idea that troubles
due to geographical conditions can be remedied by changes in the laws.
When once the phylloxera is introduced the only remedy is to root up all
the vines and start with new ones raised from American stock.
Scales, Moths, and Other Pests. Many other insects, and also certain
fungi, do similar damage. The San Jose scale, for instance, has almost
ruined many orange groves. In the northeastern United States the gypsy,
brown-tail, and other moths from Europe have greatly injured the trees.
Massachusetts has spent millions of dollars in a single year to get rid of
these pests and to eliminate insects that infest apples, peaches, and pears.
The cornborer and the Japanese beetle are other highly undesirable re-
cent immigrants. The only real remedy for many of these pests seems
to be the introduction of parasitic contagious diseases which spread from
insect to insect, or worm to worm. When the weather is warm and moist
such diseases kill the insects by the million. Most of the insect pests
themselves, as well as their parasites, thrive best in warm damp weather.
This is one of the important reasons why agriculture is difficult and the
yield of crops per acre is small in warm regions. It has much to do with
the fact that practically all crops do best near their coldward margin.
When warm, moist weather makes the insects breed rapidly, their num-
bers become so great that parasitic infections spread among them with
extreme rapidity. Sometimes the insects almost disappear for a few years,
as is known to everyone who has watched the tent caterpillar in wild
cherry and apple trees. A late, cold spring which causes the eggs to hatch
at the wrong time in relation to the leaves on which the insects feed has
a similar effect.
Plant Migrations. The migrations of plants may be as harmful as
those of animals. Sometimes a plant spreads because man changes the
environment by destroying competing plants, providing great expanses
of soil free from plants, or turning forest land into grassland or cropland.
Sometimes man purposely or accidentally carries plants or their seeds
from one area to another, just as he carries insects and their eggs.
The daisy, for instance, was introduced into America from Europe
and then spread over millions of acres. It diminishes the hay crop by
hundreds of thousands of tons, for it crowds out good grass, exhausts the
soil, and is itself not eaten by any domestic animal. The Scotch thistle
does similar harm. Even greater harm is done by small forms of yeast-
like plants called parasitic fungi, which grow on other plants as mold
grows on cheese. Among the worst of these are the wheat rust and the
potato blight, which may ruin the crop in unusually wet seasons. In tke

